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Abstract

Purpose Evidence-based assessments for children with cerebral palsy are not widely used by healthcare professionals in day-to-day practice. This study aimed to examine allied health practitioner experiences, perceptions and use of assessments for children with cerebral palsy.

Method A mixed methods study was conducted in two rehabilitation organisations. Three focus group interviews explored therapists’ assessment experiences with data analysed using interpretive description. Assessment practices of therapists (n=55) were assessed through self-report questionnaire and case-file audit of children with cerebral palsy (n=44).

Results Emergent themes described therapists’ motivation to use evidence-based assessments on a behavioural continuum - I don’t; I can’t; I try; I do; We do; influenced by assessment satisfaction, child and family collaboration, organisational expectation, research fit, and time dedication. Only two of fifteen audited assessments were documented in more than 50% of files. Use was higher where assessments positively connected therapists, children and parents, and use was organisationally endorsed. The Cultural Cone for evidence-based assessment behaviour was conceptualized.

Conclusion “Engagement in” assessment appears to require a conceptual shift by therapists and organisations to understanding assessment as part of, not an adjunct to, therapy. The Cultural Cone framework may assist therapists and services in designing strategies to promote evidence-based assessment behaviours.
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Implications for rehabilitation

- Therapists’ can reflect on where they are positioned on the “use continuum” in the Cultural Cone framework, and consider the contextual influences contained in this framework to understand their motivation to use evidence-based assessments.
- Routine use of evidenced-based assessments for children with cerebral palsy by allied health practitioners remains generally low and therapists and service organisations need to consider ways to increase use.
Where possible, therapists should choose assessment tools that fully engage children and families and themselves in the assessment process.

The Cultural Cone framework may be used to assist therapists and organisations identify and design site specific strategies to increase evidence-based assessment use in day-to-day practice.

Introduction
Assessing children with cerebral palsy in a therapeutic context requires information to be gathered from a range of sources that can inform clinical decision-making and goal setting, and evaluate outcomes of therapy interventions. Over the past two decades many clinically relevant and psychometrically robust assessment tools have been developed for children with cerebral palsy [1-3]. Use of these assessment tools is now considered integral to evidence-based [4-7] and collaborative decision-making [2,8] in the field of childhood disability and rehabilitation [3,9,10].

Within an evidence-based practice framework [11] findings from valid and reliable assessments are integrated with findings from informal methods of assessment, clinician and family expertise, and child and family aspirations, within the resources available and their context. Including evidence-based assessments in clinical practice has been promoted by educational and professional health bodies for many years. In spite of these efforts, adoption of the tools in day-to-day clinical practice has been slow [6,12-15], and their use in the field of cerebral palsy is no exception [3,16-18]. A recent systematic review of allied health practitioners use of evidence-based assessments for children with cerebral palsy, highlighted only a limited number of validated tools were used, and not in all practice settings [19].

Many studies have explored potential barriers and supports to the use of evidence-based assessments in clinical practice [6,20,21]. Barriers have been identified at multiple levels-organization, practitioner, assessment tool and patient. Commonly perceived barriers include low levels of organizational commitment and support, diminished knowledge and confidence in tool selection and administration, and low levels of perceived value and “fit” of assessments to the clinical setting. Practical issues related to tool availability, cost and time are also reported as factors influencing use in the clinical setting [6].

To date, the effectiveness of knowledge translation interventions to increase and embed assessments into clinical practice has been inconsistent or modest [22,23]. A recent systematic review investigating the effectiveness of knowledge translation interventions to increase allied
health practitioners’ use of standardized assessments [22] reported only a few studies using interventions tailored to known barriers – instead, most studies rely on less effective traditional educational strategies [24]. Multifaceted [25] interventions tailored to identified barriers [26], across multiple levels [6,27] are more likely to be effective in changing health professionals’ behaviours.

Clinical practice is complex and multiple factors are likely to interact to influence a clinicians’ decision to use assessments [28,29]. Direct causal links between identified barriers to assessment use and eventual uptake of assessments cannot be assumed. Even when barriers are identified, it is not clear which barriers to target, their relative importance, and whether or not all barriers have been identified [29].

Effective knowledge translation also requires an in-depth understanding of behaviour and how to bring about optimal behaviour change for therapists working in complex clinical environments. Two theoretical frameworks can be considered in relation to changing practitioner behaviours; [30] motivational readiness for change based on the Trans-theoretical Model [31,32], and concepts of autonomous motivation founded on Self-Determination Theory. [33] The Trans-theoretical Model [31] describes how an individual moves towards initiating and sustaining a new behaviour through readiness-based stages of change: pre-contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action and maintenance. Action is preceded by a decisional balance point where a conscious decision is made to pursue goals around changing behaviour [34]. Self-Determination theory describes motivation states and their accompanying degrees of “ownership” of the intent to act [30,35]. When amotivated, intent is absent or lacking, the activity is not valued, and low levels of competence and autonomy, or self-determination are often present. Extrinsically motivated behaviours satisfy external rewards or demands and carry low degrees of autonomy and “ownership”. More autonomous forms of motivation see increasing degrees of internalized value and ownership of the behaviour and diminished external regulation. When intrinsically motivated, the behaviour is accompanied by high degrees of competence and autonomy and pursued for its inherent value, satisfaction and enjoyment. A growing evidence base exists for behaviour change interventions derived from these theoretical frameworks e.g., Health Coaching [34] and Cognitive Orientation to daily Occupational Performance [36].

Understanding the social and contextual influences on therapists’ decision to use, or not to use, evidence-based assessments is essential to enable design of more effective behavioural change interventions to increase evidence-based assessment use for children with cerebral palsy.
The aim of this study therefore was to develop an in-depth understanding of allied health practitioners' real world practices; their experiences, perceptions and use of standardized assessments for children with cerebral palsy in different clinical contexts. The social and practical dimensions of this phenomenon called for a multi-dimensional research paradigm that could describe what tools were used to what extent, the social and cultural context for use (when, where and how) and identify potential interacting factors - both external and internal to the health professional - that could help explain why practitioners may or may not use assessment tools in practice. A mixed methods research approach [38], that integrates quantitative (positivist) and qualitative (interpretivist) theoretical perspectives, was therefore chosen.

Specifically we wanted to determine:

a) What were allied health practitioners’ experiences and perceptions of using evidence-based assessments in clinical practice?
b) To what extent were evidence-based assessments used by allied health practitioners for children with cerebral palsy?
c) Are differences in allied health practitioners assessment experiences reflected in practitioners’ use of assessments in different organisational contexts?

METHODS

This study formed part of a larger project [39] evaluating the effectiveness of a multifaceted knowledge translation intervention to improve allied health practitioners’ research implementation behaviours. The larger study was conducted in five Australian based organisations that provided community-based rehabilitation services to children with cerebral palsy.

Study Design

A concurrent, qualitatively-driven [40] mixed methods study design [41] was adopted that enabled between-method triangulation, elaboration of results from each method and enhanced contextual validity [38]. Although standardized instruments, (e.g. Alberta Context Tool [42], Barriers and Facilitators Assessment Instrument [43]) have been developed to assess organisational contextual factors, these tools are in their early stages of development and are not yet transferable between contexts [44] nor psychometrically robust [45], and thus were not used.

Study Setting

The study focussed on two of the five organisations participating in the larger study; Organisation A and Organisation B. Both organisations were situated within the same Australian state. Organisation
A, a large service, was based in a metropolitan city (population of 4.4 million) and provided school-based and early intervention therapy services to children and adults with a wide range of disabilities. Organisation B, a small service, was situated in a regional city (population of 225,000) and provided centre-based and outreach services to children with cerebral palsy. Sites were chosen for their contrasting size and locations, common state legislature and convenience. Organisational characteristics such as size and number of sites, profiles of children attending the service, staffing and geographical location, were gathered using a study-specific Organisational Profile questionnaire completed by each organisation. The characteristics of each setting are shown in table 1.

[Insert table 1 here]

Study participants and recruitment

Eligible participants from the two organisations included i) allied health practitioners: physiotherapists, occupational therapists and speech pathologists who worked with, or had the potential to work with, children with cerebral palsy, and ii) children aged 3 to 18 years diagnosed with cerebral palsy and their families. Organisation-specific recruitment strategies included on-site information sessions held for staff and families by the research team, word-of-mouth advertising and through distribution of posters, newsletters and email advertisements. In addition, allied health practitioners received a letter containing project information and an invitation to participate. Voluntary, written informed consent was obtained to complete two questionnaires and to participate in an audio-recorded focus group. Families, whose children with cerebral palsy received therapy services from the participating organisations, were provided with information about the study via the research team or the child’s therapist. Participant families provided voluntary written consent to collect and securely store relevant clinical information from their child’s file. Children with cerebral palsy, enrolled in the first phase of the larger study before 22nd January 2014, were included in the current study.

Ethics

Ethical approval was obtained from the Australian Catholic University Human Research Ethics Committee (2012 309V), the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (2013_001962), and the Cerebral Palsy Alliance Human Research Ethics Committee (2013-04-02) as part of the larger study; CP Check Up: providing the best service at the best time.

Data collected
Allied health practitioners experiences and perceptions of evidence-based assessment use were obtained through focus group interviews. The extent to which evidence-based assessments were used by allied health practitioners (frequency of use) was assessed using two sources a) the Evidence Based Practice Competencies Questionnaire-Cerebral Palsy - a psychometrically evaluated self-report measure of allied health practitioners evidence-based practice behaviours (test-retest reliability ICC = .94)[46], and b) case-file audit. A second questionnaire (Supports and Barriers Questionnaire [47]) was used to ascertain allied health practitioners perceptions of known factors [48] influencing the routine use of assessment tools. Data reported here were collected during the baseline period of the larger project. Questionnaires were administered to allied health practitioner participants during scheduled in-service days at each organisation.

1) Focus groups were held at each site; two at Organisation A, one at Organisation B. Focus groups were guided by the same experienced and independent moderator using an interview topic guide developed by the investigators (see Box 1). Due to the small number of therapists in Organisation B, individual details of focus group participants were not recorded to protect individual therapist identity. Between four and seven allied health practitioners participated in each group with all therapy disciplines represented. Member checking was instigated periodically throughout each focus group to confirm facilitator understanding and enhance confirmability of the data. Interviews were audio-recorded and lasted 1 to 1.5 hours. Recorded data were transcribed verbatim by a professional transcription service and imported into QSR NVivo version 10 for data management.

2) The following data were extracted: participant information (profession, years of clinical experience, postgraduate qualifications, continuing education and level of clinical expertise), and Evidence Based Practice Competencies Questionnaire-Cerebral Palsy items which assessed therapists self-rated frequency of use (0-5%, 6-24%, 25-49%, 50-74%, 75-100% of the time) of three validated assessments for children with cerebral palsy: (1) functional classification tools (Gross Motor Function Classification System, Manual Abilities Classification System and Communication Function Classification System), (2) Canadian Occupational Performance Measure and (3) Goal Attainment Scaling. These individualised, non-discipline specific tools are well-known, freely available, and recommended for children with cerebral palsy [10].

3) Children’s case-files were audited during March-April 2013. Audit ‘data capture periods’ were selected to reflect best practice in routine surveillance for children with cerebral palsy: a 6 month
period for children under six years of age, and 12-months data capture period for children six years or older [49]. The audit period preceded implementation of the larger study to avoid contamination. The following case-file data were extracted: age, gender, cerebral palsy type and distribution, and the presence or absence of results from 15 validated assessments. Decision-making by the research team in relation to which assessments to include in the audit was based on; whether or not they were validated for children with cerebral palsy; their importance in surveillance of progressive musculoskeletal deformity; and generic availability and applicability across types, age, severity of cerebral palsy, and important ICF-CY [50] domains of functioning [51]. A data collection form was developed for the case-file audit and data were extracted by an independent research assistant and the primary author.

4) Supports and Barriers Questionnaire [47], used an 11-point Likert Scale (-5 to +5) to ascertain allied health practitioners’ perceived extent to which five factors; organisational structures and resources, therapists, assessment tools and children and families, were perceived as barriers to routine assessment tool use.

Qualitative data analysis

Focus group data transcripts were analysed inductively using an interpretive description approach [52,53]. Interpretive description focuses on generating new knowledge through understanding “complex experiential clinical phenomena within nursing and other health disciplines concerned with applied health knowledge or questions [from the field]” [54, p27]. It aims to make sense of the variability that accompanies practice in the real world of health care [53]. Themes and patterns within subjective perceptions of a clinical phenomenon are captured, interpreted, conceptualized and presented in new ways that can inform clinical understanding [53,54].

Initial immersion in the combined focus group data by the first author generated broad categories reflecting areas of therapist interaction with evidence-based assessments. Categories were cross checked for authenticity by the co-authors. Textual data were further interrogated by the first author for thematic relationships, patterns and linkages through an iterative process of labelling and conceptual development. A reflective journal was kept with questions posed in relation to the data during thematic development such as: “In what practical and social contexts are assessment tools used? How do therapists view and decide to use standardized assessments? How do therapists use evidence-based assessments? What social, intellectual or emotional interactions accompany therapists’ use of assessments?” Emergent sub-themes were condensed into overarching themes
that captured the timbre and context of therapists’ interactions with assessment tools in the clinical setting.

**Quantitative data analysis**

Descriptive data were analysed using frequency counts and descriptive statistics. Allied health practitioners were categorized as “High-user”, “Moderate-user” or “Low-user” on the basis of self-reported use of the three assessments included in the Evidence Based Practice Competencies Questionnaire-Cerebral Palsy. High-users were allied health practitioners who reported using functional classification tools AND an individualized tool (Canadian Occupational Performance Measure, or Goal Attainment Scaling), more than 50% of the time. A moderate-user used some tools to some extent; i.e., functional classification tools OR an individualized tool more than 25% of the time but did not meet high-user criteria. Low-users did not use any tools to any extent; i.e., functional classification tools AND individualized tool less than 25% of the time.

Individual child case-file audit data were converted to a Use Index Score, calculated as: (number of assessments completed/total number of assessments possible) x 100. A Use Index Score of 0% indicated no audited assessments were completed; a Use Index Score of 100% indicated all audited assessments were used. The Use Index Score enabled comparison of the number of assessments documented per child during the audit period. Responses to the Supports and Barriers Questionnaire were analysed using descriptive statistics, with Likert scores of less than -1 categorized as a “Barrier”, “Ambivalent” if between -1 and +1, or a “Support” if greater than +1.

Data synthesis occurred in three phases. Initially, qualitative findings were examined by the primary author, looking for potential relationships across themes and sub-themes. Secondly, a model, illustrating the interactive elements and processes inherent in allied health practitioners’ assessment behaviours, was developed and reviewed for authenticity by the co-authors. This model was considered in relation to, and then situated within, current theories for understanding motivation and behaviour change. Finally, analysed quantitative data were merged with the qualitatively derived model and considered in relation to each organisation; the experiences and perceived barriers (focus group and questionnaire data), the amount and types of assessments used by therapists (self-report and audit data), and organisational, therapist and child characteristics.

**RESULTS**

*Participant characteristics*
Of 73 eligible allied health practitioners from both organisations, 55 (75%) completed both questionnaires (see table 2). Sixteen allied health practitioners participated in three focus groups; nine from Organisation A and seven from Organisation B. Proportionally, Organisation A had fewer physiotherapists and a greater spread in staff experience than Organisation B. The characteristics of the children with cerebral palsy are displayed in table 3. Overall, the children with cerebral palsy from Organisation B were younger (pre-school age) with higher levels of functional mobility than those from Organisation A.

[Insert table 2 here]
[Insert table 3 here]

**Allied health practitioner experiences and perceptions of using evidence-based assessments**

Focus group discussions centred on how allied health practitioners experienced and used standardized assessments in their practice. The following key themes and sub-themes emerged from the data.

1. **Assessment Tool Use**

   **Motivation and Accessibility: I don’t, I can’t, I try, I do, We do.**

   Within the ‘Assessment Tool Use’ category therapists reported their rationale, approach and subsequent use of evidence-based assessments. Responses ranged from those who reported not using tools (I don’t) to those that did (I do and We do). Tool use related to “motivation” and tool “accessibility”.

   “I don’t” therapists could not justify using standardized assessments, instead preferring to draw on informal methods.

   “It’s not applicable to assess every single child due to cognition, due to various different reasons….unless there’s actually relevance for doing an assessment I wouldn’t.” (Organisation A)

   “I can’t” therapists were unable to use standardized assessments due to constraints in availability; tools were either unavailable in their setting or they perceived that tools had not yet been developed for the children with complex needs on their caseload.
“With a lot of the students [children with CP] here, trying to do some of the more formalised assessments our students don’t always fit into the categories or the assessments that we have available.” (Organisation A)

Other therapists recognized the need for using standardized assessments. “I try” therapists actively pursued ways to use assessments in spite of identified constraints.

“It was like, well, how do I assess this girl who’s come on a boat from Christmas Island? What do I use? Like I asked around and we did the GMFM on her but that was my first assessment tool and it was driven by me wanting to get a baseline of something from somewhere.” (Organisation A)

“I do” therapists adopted an individualised and unplanned approach in their settings where assessment use did not appear embedded.

“Whether it’s just a Six Minute Walk test or a Timed Up and Go there’s always something I can use somewhere.” (Organisation A)

“We do” therapists reported using selected tools routinely, in a way that was collaborative, systematic and planned.

“That’s built into our practice for every child - we do GAS [Goal Attainment Scaling] every term.” (Organisation B)

2. Assessment Activity

*Satisfaction: Value, Enjoyment, Authenticity*

Through therapists’ descriptions of the “activity of using assessment tools” it was possible to ascertain a sense of satisfaction with assessment that was linked to concepts of value, enjoyment and authenticity. Using tools was valued highly when additional insights and foci for interventions were provided, and the tool enabled collaboration with the child, family and the team about life’s real needs. There was a deep sense of satisfaction in capturing a child’s progress.

“I love that we’re now using the COPM [Canadian Occupational Performance Measure] prior to them choosing a GAS [Goal Attainment Scaling] goal. I love that it gives you this holistic view and as there are changes we’re like, yep this is what we’re talking about.” (Organisation B)
“It keeps you in focus too... because you get all sorts of other ideas and you can go all over the place but it’s like these are the two that I need to measure. So it keeps me really focused.” (Organisation B)

For other therapists, findings from assessment tools did not add further value to the information they gathered through informal methods of assessment.

“I find there is so much value in discussions and informal observation, more so sometimes than using my standardised assessments.” (Organisation A)

When the tool was fun to use adjustments were made to overcome practical challenges associated with use. Satisfaction however was influenced by tools being too complex and tools could be quite stressful for therapists to use.

“For my Assisting Hand Assessment - I did six videos before the group and six videos afterwards. You know, it’s great fun when you do the assessment but I’ve now got eight videos to score and I’m just trying to drip away, like I need cancellations.” (Organisation B)

“I still use it to guide my practice, but the complexity and availability, like I did my research on one of the assessment tools, and I’m still confused about it a lot of the time. I mean, and I did it for a year.” (Organisation A)

“It’s still a really complex tool, like writing GAS [Goal Attainment Scaling] goals is hard and you really have to think about it - you can never jot down a GAS goal - I can’t.” (Organisation B)

“Writing GAS [Goal Attainment Scaling] goals is stressful and difficult.” (Organisation B)

Therapists valued tools that were authentic; that is they accurately reflected a child’s capabilities within real-world contexts and could be widely applied.

“I think ones that you can do with a variety of kids, not just kids that are willing to sit down at a table and do task after task after task... But can you employ it in a more natural way and actually feel like you’re capturing an accurate picture of the kid.” (Organisation B)

“I’m not going to use that [Peabody assessment] anymore because it’s just not really useful for me in that situation, as in it’s probably a useful tool if you work with children who have perfect cognition and language, but I don’t have any of these [children] on my caseload.” (Organisation B)
3. Research

**Congruence: Critique, Affinity**

Evidence-based assessment was discussed within the context of therapists’ interaction with research and evidence-based practice. Therapists grappled with “finding a fit”, or congruence, between research, the child and family and their own personal intervention preferences. Therapists with a strong affinity for research endeavoured to find evidence to endorse their practice, but were very careful and critical in their application of this evidence to individual children and families. Using evidence-based assessments was seen as necessary to evaluate the impact of interventions.

“The biggest concern to me is when someone says Green Light bi-manual training, fantastic, so you send your kid off for bi-manual training and it’s a disaster because it’s a Green Light so they just do it, but they’re not measuring, they’re not thinking, they’re not applying it to the right child.” (Organisation B)

“It’s important to us as an organisation that we do monitor what we’re doing and that we are measuring what we’re doing.” (Organisation B)

Other therapists talked of the tension they felt between evidence, and their personal preference for practices they enjoyed using and that they felt were effective. Therapists seeking to align evidence with the child and family’s needs, referred to using objective methods of outcome measurement to support their practice. In contrast, therapists’ with less affinity for research-informed practice preferred to adopt interventions based on personal preference and talked of “seeing” and “feeling” the benefits of their interventions.

“I can see the benefits of this, but the research isn’t matching up. I really want to use it, but my senior is going to tell me not to use it, but I can see the clinical benefits of it.” (Organisation A)

“I know a lot of the stuff that I personally enjoy using, that I feel works for the kids from here isn’t rated very highly.” (Organisation A)

4. Families and children

**Collaboration: Understanding and Involvement**

In the context of families and children, collaboration was perceived to be influenced by both family and therapist understanding and involvement in the assessment process. Therapists perceived
families liked assessment but that parents’ often did not have sufficient information. Therapists found it difficult to explain assessment results in ways that families could understand.

“I think families like assessment. It’s just they don’t necessarily know that they can ask for it, and what we can provide.” (Organisation A)

“You write up the results to explain to the parents, what this assessment means, what’s involved in it ....you give them the report, it’s very difficult for them to understand the interpretation, the language.” (Organisation A)

Some therapists did not see a role for standardized assessments to inform goal setting with families.

“As a key worker in our service, it’s not about actually sitting down and doing an assessment. You work at the level that they’re at and set goals.” (Organisation A)

In contrast, other therapists perceived the use of assessment tools as a powerful means of involving and enhancing collaboration with families. In these instances families were also seen as informed and receptive to assessment.

“I would have said we did it really well, we listened to families and did the goals, but since we’ve done the COPM [Canadian Occupational Performance Measure] it’s just taken on a whole new level.” (Organisation B)

“Reflection is a really positive thing, to have that time to reflect and discuss with the parents and the families and the children what your goal is going to be, what their goal is, but then to actually write that [Goal Attainment Scaling goal] takes a lot of reflection and it helps you capture what you want to. It guides you there.” (Organisation B)

“We’ve got families on board, you know, it’s all there ready for the taking really.” (Organisation B)

5. Organisational setting

Expectation: Opportunity, Encouragement, Systems

Therapists perceived varying levels of expectation to use formalised assessments within their organisation. This was influenced by factors related to opportunity, encouragement and systems. Structural processes and service delivery methods directly affected therapists’ opportunity to use
formalised assessments. In the school setting, therapists found it difficult to access children and families for individualised assessment and goal setting. School therapy services were focussed on providing overall classroom support, with therapists’ input guided by day-to-day observations rather than individualised assessment. Education goals were perceived as different from therapy goals.

“…here we don’t tend to do the formalised assessments. It’s more observation, informal I guess, the goals aren’t really made – they’re more around education. They’re not traditional therapy goals that I’m used to because we’re not putting formal interventions into place.” (Organisation A)

“We don’t do one-on-one. I don’t say Joe Blogs has got this or we need to work on that. I haven’t got the capacity to do that. I’m supporting the classroom.” (Organisation A)

“When I first started we did a lot more formal kind of gross motor and range of motion…we had more specific key goals, physio goals and speech goals …but then the school changed their reporting system and so we had to fit into that. The school management completely changed as well and so that completely changed what their priorities were. It’s hard to work in an environment where you’re still trying to do therapy but it’s not therapy.” (Organisation A)

Similarly, the dual role of caseworker and therapist in the key worker service delivery model, created a tension for therapists between the professional expectation to use assessments and limited capacity and expectation of use within the organisation’s service delivery model. Perceived opportunity to shape the therapy service within the organisation also varied.

“That’s probably one of the constraints in the key worker model that you may never see – you can spend five years with a family and you’re just really the consistent person that comes into the home. You become the person that families vent all their life stuff to. I would say about 60:40, 60% around the case manager and then 40% you’re probably like a speechie.” (Organisation A)

Expectation to use evidence-based assessments was strongly influenced by the encouragement and perceived value of assessment by management. Where use was actively promoted by management, therapists reported assessment use as a presumed and unquestioned part of practice. Goal setting was viewed as a collaborative process between family and therapist, informed by assessment. When positively encouraged, therapists felt compelled to meet the organisation’s expectation to use assessments, with a sense of guilt prevailing if this expectation was not met.
“It’s really nice because there’s that backup because our manager goes, ‘Now I’ve looked at all your GAS [Goal Attainment Scaling] goals and that’s good.’ So that accountability.” (Organisation B)

“You’re really motivated to get them [Canadian Occupational Performance Measures] done and you feel really bad when you don’t.” (Organisation B)

“Outcome measures are just built in... you don’t have a choice - it’s just what you do.” (Organisation B)

In contrast, other therapists in described being actively discouraged and questioned in their use of formalized assessments. Therapists perceived that standardised assessment was viewed by their organisation as unrelated to family centred practice and goal setting, and therefore unnecessary.

“For where I work– there kind of needs to be a purpose. We’re sort of told, unless the family requests an assessment what’s the point, like what are you going to use that information for? ...you’re trying to be guided by the family’s goals.” (Organisation A)

Therapists reported on the systems in place to support the use of formalized assessment. Some settings had a planned schedule to ensure assessments were completed. In other settings assessments were performed on an *ad hoc* basis in spite of therapists’ desire for a systematic approach.

“In the first two weeks, we all went in pairs and visited kids. We did the COPM [Canadian Occupational Performance Measure] in the home with two of us. It was a pretty full on couple of weeks, but it’s made a difference.” (Organisation B)

“We haven’t had that [Dysphagia Severity Scale] and I think it’s something that has been needed because no one standardly does the same practice.” (Organisation A)

Participant: We are getting better at it- but we do it as a, oh, hang on, it’s about time...
Participant: I do agree they [assessments] should be regular.
Participant: Yeah, but there’s some [children] that just drop off the radar.
Participant: It’s three years, and they haven’t been reviewed.
Participant: Well they are reviewed but we don’t do a formal assessment. (Discussion thread between Organisation A participants)
6. Use of time

**Availability and Dedication: Not the time, If time, Making time.**

Therapists across all settings reported limited time for activities related to using formalized assessments. Therapists varied however in how they dedicated time to assessment activities. Therapists reported “making time” by opportunistically squeezing in assessment related tasks.

“I’ve got eight videos to score and I’m just trying to drip away, like I need cancellations. The videos are done so it’s just a matter of getting the scores done. But trying to fit them in is hard.” (Organisation B)

Others reported assessment activity as a low priority and doing assessments only “if time” was available. Others felt there was “not the time”. They were either not able to, or not prepared to, allocate time to evidence-based assessment activities, and that these activities were unlikely to happen at any time.

“In a setting like this, we don’t have the time often to do formalised assessments– other things get prioritised.” (Organisation A)

“I think we do value it [research], but yes, it’s the same thing as for using standardised assessments, I sort of go, I don’t have time to do that.” (Organisation A)

**Frequency of evidence-based assessment use**

Actual and self-reported use of assessment tools are shown in table 4. The median Use Index Score was 13% in Organisation A and 20% in Organisation B. Two of the 15 tools audited were documented in more than 50% of children’s files. Collectively, 16/55 (29%) of allied health practitioners reported using classification tools (Gross Motor Function Classification System, Manual Abilities Classification System or Communication Function Classification System), 6/55 (11%) used the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure and 8/55 (15%) used the Goal Attainment Scaling, more than 50% of the time. Overall, higher levels of assessment use were reported in Organisation B; 5 of the 8 allied health practitioners (63%) in Organisations B reported using at least one of the tools more than 50% of the time compared to 11/47 (23%) of allied health practitioners from Organisation A.

[Insert table 4 here]

**Perceived barriers and supports for evidence-based assessment use**
High, medium and low-user ratings of the extent to which organisational structures and resources; therapy colleagues; children and families; and assessment tools, acted as a support or barrier to routine assessment tool use are shown in table 5. Therapy colleagues were not viewed as a barrier to use (i.e. a support or neutral). High-users rated all items as supportive to some extent. Low and medium-users rated items similarly although approximately one third rated organisational structures and resources as barriers to some extent.


The analysed qualitative data informed the development of a conceptual framework- the Cultural Cone - that describes the salient elements and relational processes that interact to influence a particular behaviour: in this instance, allied health practitioners’ use of evidence-based assessments. We propose the Cultural Cone to visually represent the dynamic interplay between unique (but not always explicit) content and context specific processes that support an individual’s beliefs, emotions and actions, at any point in time. It is unique to the setting, never exactly replicable, although similarities in component processes are likely to exist across settings.

Our “Cultural Cone” for evidence-based assessment behaviour, seen in figure 1, is characterised by the central behavioural element in focus, that of “Assessment Tool Use”, that emerges from the interactions between it and the remaining elements, arranged as five segments of the cone. The overarching concept “Assessment as Therapy” transpires when all relational processes interact at the highest level; the point where assessment and therapy are coupled and assessment is conceptually and practically integrated as therapy. “We do” therapists, situated towards the top of the cone, embed evidence-based assessments in therapy, whereas “I don’t” and “I can’t” therapists conceptually de-couple assessment and therapy. Evidence-based assessments may be used but are not viewed as inherently “therapeutic”. “I try” and “I do” therapists’ may view standardized assessment similarly to “We do” therapists i.e. assessment and therapy are coupled, but practically assessment is unable to be or has not yet been embedded in therapy.

Using the theoretical frameworks of the Trans-theoretical Model [31,32] and Self-determination theory [33] we can interpret the I don’t, I can’t, I try, I do, and We do, findings of the Cultural Cone. Levels of motivation and use equated broadly to therapists readiness to change. “I don’t” therapists
could be considered at the pre-contemplative stage; “I can’t” therapists are contemplating use but not acting, while “I try” therapists are hovering on the decision point of action; ready to act, but may be heavily influenced by their situation [34]. “I do” therapists use standardized assessments when individual circumstances allow, however use is not embedded into individual or team practice. “We do” therapists in contrast, collectively embed standardized assessment into day-to-day clinical practice. Use is maintained over time across the organisation, and assessment use is organisationally endorsed. Within self-determination theory [35] “I don’t” therapists may be amotivated with little interest in formalized assessment. “I can’t” therapists may be largely motivated by external factors while “I try” and “I do” therapists, who may highly value assessment, are still influenced by external factors - such as professional and organisational expectation. “We do” therapists may be both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated with high degrees of autonomy, with assessment pursued largely for its inherent value and enjoyment.

[Insert figure 1 about here- see below for caption]

Both qualitative data and quantitative data were combined to determine if therapists' experiences of assessment, as represented in the Cultural Cone model, reflected therapists use of assessments in different settings. This enabled a representational “Cultural Cone for evidence-based assessment behaviour” to be generated for each organisation (see figures 2a and 2b). Textual data from Organisation A fell predominantly into the categories of I don’t, I can’t, I try, and to a lesser extent, I do. In contrast, all “We do” textual data originated from Organisation B. Organisational processes were described and perceived more strongly as barriers to assessment use in Organisation A. Similarly opportunities for family collaboration through assessment, time dedication, research and assessment fit, and satisfaction with assessment were described less positively overall in Organisation A. The frequency of assessment use by both organisations during the case-file audit period was low overall; however, differences in amount of use existed between settings. Organisation B’s higher level of assessment use was consistent with the higher level use “We do” category of the Cultural Cone framework. Conversely, the lower level of assessment use in Organisation A was accompanied by lower level use categories in the Cultural Cone.

The “Cultural Cone for evidence-based assessment behaviour” for each organisation also needs to be considered in relation to organisational, therapist and child characteristics. All therapists in the smaller organisation, Organisation B, had intermediate or greater levels of expertise, and managed a cerebral palsy specific caseload within a multi-disciplinary service delivery model. In contrast over
one quarter of practitioners in Organisation A reported themselves as novice practitioners with less than 5 years of experience in the disability sector. Therapists from Organisation A managed a mixed caseload of children that included a higher proportion of children with cerebral palsy classified Gross Motor Function Classification System IV or V within either a trans-disciplinary or school-based model of service delivery.

[Insert figure 2a and figure 2b about here, side by side if possible- see below for captions]

DISCUSSION

The Cultural Cone framework for evidence-based assessment behaviour provides a new framework for conceptualizing allied health practitioners’ use of evidence-based assessments for children with cerebral palsy in paediatric community rehabilitation settings. The framework illustrates the salient cultural ingredients that interact to influence the evolution of allied health practitioners’ readiness and autonomous motivation to use evidence-based assessments within a clinical setting. These process interactions - across assessment activity, the child and family, organisational setting, research and time - culminate in evidence-based assessment use on a behavioural continuum of - I don’t; I can’t; I try; I do; We do. Motivation to use evidence-based assessments was higher when therapists, children and parents were able to connect positively through using assessment tools, and use was endorsed and supported by the organisation. Therapists were both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated to use assessments. Where use was well established, assessment was viewed positively and positioned practically and conceptually as “therapeutic”, rather than as separate or optional. Consistent with the findings from a recent systematic review [19], use of individual tools in two Australian community settings was low overall, with gross motor function remaining the primary focus of tools used frequently. Differences in assessment use between settings however can be further understood and uniquely represented through the Cultural Cone. This may provide a meaningful framework to design organisational, practitioner and family focused knowledge translation interventions aimed at increasing evidence-based assessment use.

This study suggests the process of “engaging with” assessment arises from the co-dependent interaction between the therapist, the assessment tool, the assessment activity itself, research, the child and family, the organisational setting and time. This is consistent with the idea proposed by Bright (2015) [56] that engagement in healthcare is a “co-constructed process and state” where a connection gradually develops between the client and the provider that enables both to become active, committed and invested collaborators in healthcare. The state of “engaged in” evidence-
based assessment occurs when therapist, child and family believe in, enjoy and dedicate time to the evidence-based assessment process. Conceptually and practically evidence-based assessment becomes part of, not an adjunct to, therapy. For assessment to become embedded in day-to-day practice a conceptual shift by the organisation, therapists, and families, needs to occur. When assessment use was not perceived as therapeutically beneficial overall, formalized assessment was fitted-in only “if time” and not at the expense of “doing therapy” [57]. While limited time may have contributed to low levels of use overall in this study, it does not account for all differences. When the assessment process was understood by all parties - organisation, therapists and families - to add value to therapy, then time was ‘found’ to use evidence-based assessments.

Assessment use was situation dependent. In our study, where systems and supports existed for using assessment tools, experiences were recounted using the collective pronoun “We do”. Where organisational support for use was absent, individual therapists found it difficult to use assessments consistently. Individual therapists were left to decide if, when and what tools to use, and were unsure about how assessment would be perceived by families. Even autonomously motivated therapists found it difficult to consistently implement assessments without wider organisational support. Therapists and families from the smaller single site service, predominantly for children with cerebral palsy, appeared to fit more closely with the definition of being “engaged-in” evidence-based assessment. In contrast, therapists in the larger multi-site organisation servicing a mixed caseload of children within different service models were either in the process of “engaging with” or, in some instances “dis-engaged with” evidence-based assessment. This suggests that, in addition to organisational support, service delivery model and caseload breadth may also influence therapists’ use of evidence-based assessments.

Central to paediatric therapy practice is the formation of a positive therapeutic relationship between the child, parent and therapist [3,55]. Currently this relationship is situated within best-practice frameworks of family-centred and evidence-based care [58]: Therapists endeavour to develop a clear understanding of the child and family’s priorities alongside skilful selection, administration and sharing of assessment findings to promote collaborative goal setting, intervention planning and objective measurement of meaningful outcomes to the child and family [2]. Inclusion of formalized assessment is integral to the care process but appears contingent on both parental and child understanding and involvement, as well as therapists’ ability and confidence to use and discuss findings from the assessment tool in a way that enhances, rather than jeopardizes, their relationship with the child and family.
The clinical utility of existing and future assessment tools also requires particular consideration in relation to their influence on the therapist-child-parent relationship. Therapists reported that using tools was deeply satisfying when the assessment tool was uncomplicated, the process was fun and engaging for themselves and the child, and the tool could easily capture meaningful changes in the child. Fun and engagement for both child and therapist during a tool’s administration is also important for obtaining a child’s optimal performance [59]. The recently developed *Challenge* tool [59], that has explicitly incorporated fun, engagement and children’s opinions during development [60], has been reported to be perceived by children and parents to engender a sense of achievement and pride in the child (*V. Wright personal communication 16/12/2016*). Other recently developed tools e.g. DISABKIDS Chronic Generic Measure [61] and Perceived Efficacy and Goal Setting [62], contain child and parent friendly visuals and colour schemes that may facilitate discussion and improve motivation and communication between the therapist and child [61]. An assessment tool’s capacity to engage, promote communication, efficiently assess and easily document changes relevant to everyday life may be important tool characteristics needed to support the therapist-child-parent relationship, and be adopted in practice. Including clinical end-users early in the tool design phase, particularly children, families and therapists from across different clinical, geographical and cultural settings, may be critical for a tool’s adoption in the longer term.

The importance and benefits of using evidence-based assessments has been widely documented [2,8,9,63,64]. However, the low levels of use and engagement in formalized assessment found in this study suggests many therapists and their organisations are yet to be convinced of their direct benefit or value to themselves or the child and family [65]. Studies evaluating the immediate and long term benefits, non-benefits or harms of using standardized assessments with children and families are sparse [8,21 66,67]. Routine surveillance programmes (incorporating standardised assessments) for children with cerebral palsy have demonstrated improved bio-mechanical and pain outcomes [49,68]. Individualized client-centred tools such as DISABKIDS Chronic Generic Measure and Canadian Occupational Performance Measure have been associated with increased motivation with activity-focused interventions and improved therapy practice [63,61]. Further research however, is warranted to demonstrate if inclusion of appropriately selected evidence-based assessment tools adds more to enablement of the child and family, than informal and observational assessments only.
Implications for practice
A multi-faceted approach, combining wider organisational support systems with individualised evidence-based behaviour change techniques to support therapists’ use of selected tools, is recommended. The Cultural Cone provides a framework for therapists and organisations to self-assess use behaviours, and review the relative strengths of modifiable elements influencing use. The Cultural Cone provides a potential basis for choosing practical and behavioural interventions to increase use. This framework proposes interventions that specifically address individual therapists’ motivation through the lens of the therapist-parent-child relationship within a supportive organisational context. In practice, interventions grounded in motivational interviewing and self-determination theory [69] that support therapists autonomous motivation may be beneficial [26,69-72]. Individual goal identification and ownership, developing “just right” challenges for increasing assessment use within the practice setting are needed. This approach aligns with recommendations for tailored knowledge translation interventions to bring about change in clinical practice [26]. Individualized support on how to involve families and children in the assessment process using carefully chosen, easily administered, engaging and relevant tools may assist therapists to initially “engage-with” assessment. A highly individualized approach may assist therapists to progress from “I don’t” to “I do”, while concurrent organisation-wide adjustments that address gaps in opportunity, expectation, and efficient systems [73,74] and promotion of assessment value among families are likely to be important for embedding assessment use to the “We do” level, where assessment is therapy and “just what you do.”

Implications for future research
Future research is needed to validate the framework of the Cultural Cone for evidence-based assessment against existing tools and across other paediatric settings and contexts, and to investigate its potential clinical application in classifying use behaviour and designing interventions to increase assessment use. Consideration of assessment tool characteristics, in terms of capacity to engage therapists in assessment for children and families, is also warranted. Further research into the experiences and benefits of evidence-based assessment use in optimizing meaningful outcomes for children and families, is also needed.

Limitations
The study design enabled an in-depth exploration of allied health practitioners’ assessment use and the development of a conceptual framework, but this exploratory study draws evidence from a limited number of settings within one cultural context. Therapists interviewed came to this study
with similar experiences and understandings of evidence-based practice through professional education and training programmes. This may limit the transferability and applicability of these findings to settings where the concepts of evidence-based health care have been introduced more recently.

Conclusions
Therapists’ use of assessment tools for children with cerebral palsy and their families in the clinical context is complex. Therapists’ experiences of evidence-based assessments can be represented through the Cultural Cone framework which conceptualizes assessment use on a behavioural continuum of; I don’t, I can’t, I try, I do, We do. Motivation to use evidence-based assessments appears related to organisational expectation and support systems, therapist perceived satisfaction with assessment, affinity for research and dedication of time, along with family and child involvement with the assessment process. Promoting the use of ‘any old assessment tool’ however is not enough. Tools that are fun and engaging, add value to goal setting and communication with parents and children, and positively support the therapeutic relationship are more likely to be used.

Consistent with previous studies, low levels of assessment use overall were identified in this study. To address this, the Cultural Cone framework advocates knowledge translation interventions that firstly identify the relative strengths of the Cultural Cone elements, and then employ individualized evidence-based behaviour change techniques and organisational supports related to the therapist’s context. This may spur a conceptual shift towards “assessment as therapy” and help address the low level and scope of assessments used generally across some paediatric rehabilitation settings.
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### Table 1: Organisational profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Organisation A</th>
<th>Organisation B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service model</td>
<td>Trans-disciplinary &amp; Educational</td>
<td>Multi-disciplinary &amp; Centre based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding source</td>
<td>Government 76%</td>
<td>Philanthropic 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other 24%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Staff (no./EFT)</td>
<td>127/75.0</td>
<td>12/5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapists</td>
<td>22/13.1</td>
<td>2/0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapists</td>
<td>16/11.1</td>
<td>5/2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech Pathologists</td>
<td>26/13.0</td>
<td>2/0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total AHP</td>
<td>64/37.2</td>
<td>9/3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Allied Health</td>
<td>5/4.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Professional staff</td>
<td>14/8.7</td>
<td>1/0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative staff</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1/0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Executives</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1/0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td>EI-School</td>
<td>EI- School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnoses</td>
<td>CP and other</td>
<td>CP and other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total children in service (no.)</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children with CP 3-&lt;6 years</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children with CP 6-18 years</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Legend: No., number; EFT, equivalent full time; AHP, allied health practitioner; NS, not specified; CP, cerebral palsy; EI, early intervention; School-School aged (6-18years); Other Professional staff- e.g. recreational officers, team leaders.*
Box 1: TOPIC GUIDE: Allied health practitioner experiences of Evidence Based Practice and assessment

- What is your understanding of evidence-based practice?
- Considering the definition of EBP that I have just given you, what do you think is the relevance of evidence-based practice in your day-to-day work?
- What is your experience of using evidence-based assessment tools within your workplace?
- Can you expand on why you use, or don’t use, evidence-based assessment tools with the children and families you see?
- What do you take into consideration when selecting an assessment tool for use with a child and family?

Table 2: Allied health practitioner participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AHP Characteristic</th>
<th>Organisation A (n=47)</th>
<th>Organisation B (n=8)</th>
<th>Combined n=55 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapists</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapists</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech Pathologists</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years since graduation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 years</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in disability sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 years</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years with organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 years</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 5 years</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported expertise level a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>novice</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intermediate</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expert</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further formal education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree level</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35 (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post grad certificate or diploma</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters’ degree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a taken from King et al’s (2008) [64] definitions of expert, intermediate and novice
Table 3: Child participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Organisation A n=21</th>
<th>Organisation B n=23</th>
<th>Combined N=44</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) at start of extraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-&lt;6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;11-18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMFCS Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GMFCS: Gross Motor Function Classification System
Table 4: Frequency of assessment tool use (actual and self-reported) in each organization and combined: Actual number of children’s files with completed individual assessments documented during audit period; and allied health practitioners self-reported rates of use of functional classification tools (Gross Motor Function Classification System, Manual Abilities Classification System or Communication Function Classification System), Canadian Occupational Performance Measure and Goal Attainment Scaling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment tool*completed</th>
<th>Organisation A</th>
<th>Organisation B</th>
<th>Combined (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child files</td>
<td>Child files</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMFCS</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>37/44 (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30/44 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACS^</td>
<td>0^</td>
<td>9^</td>
<td>9/39 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPM</td>
<td>0^</td>
<td>8^</td>
<td>8/38 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip x-ray</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9/44 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMFM</td>
<td>1^</td>
<td>6^</td>
<td>7/38 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain-tool undefined</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6/44 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goniometry-Lower Limb^a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6/44 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goniometry-Upper Limb^f</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5/44 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2/44 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAT^a</td>
<td>1^</td>
<td>1^</td>
<td>2/39 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFCS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/44 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/44 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0/44 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mHouse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0/44 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion of time tool* used</th>
<th>AHPs</th>
<th>AHPs</th>
<th>AHPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMFCS, MACS or CFCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-100%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-74%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-49%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-24%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-5%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-100%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-74%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-49%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-24%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-5%</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46 (84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-100%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-74%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-49%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-24%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-5%</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45 (82%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^Tool legend: ASAS, Australian Spasticity Assessment Scale; COPM, Canadian Occupational Performance Measure; CFCS, Communication Function Classification System; DSS, Dysphagia Severity Scale; FMS, Functional Mobility Scale GAS, Goal Attainment Scaling; GMFCS, Gross Motor Function Classification System; GMFM-66 or GMFM-88, Gross Motor Function Measure-66 or 88; HAT, Hypertonicity Assessment Tool; MACS, Manual Abilities Classification System; modHouse, Modified House; PEDI, Paediatric Evaluation of Disability Index; n=total number of files audited; ^validated for 4-18 years
only. \( n=18 \) as 5 children aged <4 years; \( n=18 \) as unable to retrieve 3 archived files; \( n=20 \) as unable to retrieve 3 archived files; \( n \) wrist and elbow measures documented; \( n \) ankle measure documented. AHPs; allied health practitioners.

Table 5: Number of therapists from high (HU), medium (MU) and low user (LU) AHP groups that rate a) organisational structure b) organizational resource c) therapists d) child and family and e) tools on a -5 to +5 Likert scale as either a support (-5 to -2), ambivalent (-1 to +1) or barrier (+2 to +5), to routine assessment tool use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Barrier (-5 to -2)</th>
<th>Ambivalent (-1 to +1)</th>
<th>Support (+2 to +5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Organizational Structures</td>
<td>HU n=5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MU n=16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LU n=30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Organizational Resources</td>
<td>HU n=5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MU n=17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LU n=31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Therapists</td>
<td>HU n=5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MU n=17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LU n=31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Child and Family</td>
<td>HU n=4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MU n=17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LU n=31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Tools</td>
<td>HU n=5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MU n=17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LU n=31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**High user (HU):** Uses tools consistently:
Reports use of Gross Motor Function Classification System, Manual Abilities Classification System or Communication Function Classification System, **AND** the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure and Goal Attainment Scaling, as more than 50% of the time.

**Moderate user (MU):** Uses some tools to some extent.
Reports use of Gross Motor Function Classification System, Manual Abilities Classification System or Communication Function Classification System, **OR** either the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure or Goal Attainment Scaling, or both, more than 25% of the time but High user criteria not met.

**Low user (LU):** Tools not used to any extent.
Reports use of Gross Motor Function Classification System, Manual Abilities Classification System or Communication Function Classification System, **AND** the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure and Goal Attainment Scaling, less than 25% of the time.
Figures and captions

**Figure 1:** The “Cultural Cone” for evidence-based assessment behaviour. Themes and sub-themes are represented as cone segments whose interaction influences allied health practitioners’ motivation and readiness - I don’t, I can’t, I try, I do, We do, and ultimate engagement in evidence-based assessment practice.
Figure 2 “Cultural Cone” for evidence-based assessment behaviour showing mapped performance for cone segments, motivation, and assessment use for a) Organisation A, and b) Organisation B.
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